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Korean Committee to Save Lawmaker Lee Seok-ki of the Insurrection Conspiracy Case
(hereinafter, the “KCSL”), established in 24 June 2015 by prominent religious leaders and
leading human rights activists of Republic of Korea, campaigns to raise public awareness about
the truth of so-called Insurrection Conspiracy Case and to save those who were and are still
imprisoned. KCSL is dedicated to mandate to advocate the right to freedom of expression in
connection with the National Security Law.

1. The Human Rights Council has repeatedly recommended to the Government of the Republic
of Korea (hereinafter, the “ROK”) to amend the National Security Law (hereinafter, the
“Law”) to prevent arbitrary application and abusive interpretation in the first and second
UPR process. In the first UPR held in 2008, the United States of America recommended to
amend the Law to “prevent abusive interpretation by the law.”1 In the second UPR held in
2012, the Germany, Norway, Spain and the United States of America recommended again to
amend the law to “provide clarity and prevent abusive interpretation of the law.”2
No progress made with the Law
2. However, there has been no progress in “amending” and “applying” the Law in line with the
recommendations since the first review process. Rather, the ROK Government has
continued to use the Law to intimidate and imprison people who exercise their right to
freedom of expression.
Failure to amend the Law
3. First, the Government of the ROK including the administrative and legislative branches has
failed to amend the law. On 30 April 2015, the Constitutional Court of Korea held in
2012heonba95 etc.3 that the Law, article 2 (1) and article 7 (1), (3) & (5)—one of the most
problematic provisions are not unconstitutional4 because the provisions are intended to
punish acts that “pose a clear risk of substantially injuring the national security or the free
and democratic basic order and the risk should not be necessarily specific and present due to
the particular security situation that the nation has faced.”5
Continued use of the Law to restrict freedom of expression
4. Second, the Government of the ROK has continued to use the provisions of the Law and
restricted exercise of the right to freedom of expression. The Government data (below)
reveals that for the last 8 years, the Prosecutors’ Office opened investigation over 664 cases
and 356 cases were indicted, which shows continued use of the Law.
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Table 1. The number of Investigation and Punishment in relation to the National Security Law
(Source: The Grand Prosecutors' Office)6
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(a) Punishment for Expression and Possession of various forms of Expression
5. The ROK Government criminally punished individuals for possessing materials that contain
contents of pro- or sympathetic to the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (hereinafter,
the “DPRK”) such as books,7 documents,8 files in email account,9 personal computer,10
CD11 and USB12 in many cases.
6. During the Asian games in 2014, the Ministry of Unification banned citizens from possessing
or bringing DPRK flags into stadiums.13 In 2016, Hwang Seon, a national of the ROK, was
arrested and charged under the Law with “causing social confusion” through a talk tour
allegedly praising the DPRK regime.14 In 2016, Kim Hye-young, an activist from the
Corean Alliance for an Independent Reunification and Democracy suffering from thyroid
cancer, was sentenced to two years’ imprisonment in January after being arrested in July
2015 during a peaceful protest.15
(b) Restriction on on-line Speech
7. In 2014, the Supreme Court acquitted Park Jeong-geun of violating the Law by re-tweeting
posts praising the DPRK between December 2010 and December 2011.16 The defendant
argued the posts were satirical.
8. Individuals who posted writings in websites and online communities allegedly sympathetic to
or pro- DPRK were subject to criminal punishment.17 One was convicted for tweeting and
posting comments in the DPRK websites.18 Another was convicted for adding video clips
to favorites on YouTube.19
(c) Extended Application to include Politicians, DPRK escapees and foreigners
9. In 2015, the Supreme Court upheld an earlier Seoul High Court decision which found a
Parliamentarian Lee Seok-ki and six other members of the opposition Unified Progressive
Party (hereinafter, the “UPP”) guilty of charges under the Law and the criminal law.20 The
decision came shortly after the Constitutional Court decision in late 2014 that dissolved the
UPP because it had violated a basic democratic order.21

[so-called Insurrection Conspiracy Case]
In May 2013, Lee Seok-ki, invited by the Gyeonggi provincial committee of the UPP,
lectured on characteristics of the escalated security concern in Korean peninsula as well as
his opinion of what left-wingers like the audience should do to deal with the situation.
The audience included 130 members of the provincial committee. The lectures took
place in a closed space. There was no media coverage. It was one-time event and no
follow-ups occurred. It is hardly regarded that expressions made at the lectures by Lee
Seok-ki and six other members would trigger the audience to engage in imminent violent
acts. Therefore, the expression at issue would in no way constitute conspiracy of and
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incitement to an insurrection as well as a violation of the Law that posed a real, imminent
threat to national security.
In 2015, Lee Seok-ki and six others were acquitted of conspiracy of an insurrection.
However, the Supreme Court found Lee Seok-ki and Kim Hong-yeol guilty of incitement
to an insurrection. The Supreme Court also found Lee Seok-ki and six others of guilty of
a violation of the Law for such as singing a song tilted “the Comrades in a Revolution,”
which is popular among activists, for having done small-group seminars, for delivering
lectures, and for possessing books, USBs and notes.22
Lee Seok-ki and six others were sentenced to imprisonment ranging from for two to nine
years.

10. Several DPRK escapees have been convicted for espionage, which most of time were turned
out to be false and therefore acquitted, in violations of the Law after administrative inquiry
took place upon their entry to the ROK.23
11. In 2015, US national Shin Eun-mi was deported for allegedly speaking in a positive manner
about the DPRK.24 In 2014, a Chinese student was deported for violating the immigration
law by posting hundreds of online comments in support of the DPRK and critical of
President Park.25
Suggested Recommendations
12. The KCSL respectively requests the Working Group of the Human Rights Council to
recommend that the ROK Government:
o Repeal the Law, in particular article 7 or amend the Law in accordance with
international standard including Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights;
o Release those who remain imprisoned for a violation of the Law including Lee Seokki and others.
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